
 

 
 

The sunstence® uni (universal) is a combination of a perforated metal foil and an emulsion or a capillary 
film. There is no topography due to mesh crossing, which enables longer service life of the emulsion 
compared to mesh screens. 
Distortion-free: 
As the metal foil is not elongating in operation, the screen is absolutely distortion-free over the total life 
time, as qualified multiple times. 
Multi-aligned printing: 
Main applications are multi-aligned or high-precision fine line printing or printing of multiplied patterns 
with big screen format.  

Qualification: 
The sunstence® uni was officially qualified in November 2009 by Applied Baccini Cell Systems for the 
use on the Baccini Esatto Technology™. 

Extraodinary life time: 
Life time of >20.000 prints is the specification as qualified for solar applications, customers reported 
200.000 prints with no major printing quality loss in specific customer applications. 
 
Major benefits: 
- Alignment capability at high accuracy (not achievable with mesh screens) 
- Image stability over high cycle number due to less or no screen degradation 
- Life time >20.000 prints (200.000 prints reported from customers)  
- Fine line capability (30µm depending on medium and application) 
- Reduced printing force capability provides soft contact print and less breakage risk 
- More uniform thickness of print (less paste consumption) 
- Reduction in CoO (saves paste, more prints per screen, less change of screen, less wafer breakage) 

 
 

 
 

Printed silver line at 30µm line width sunstence® uni, perforated metal foil + 
emulsion or capillary film 
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sunstence® uni 
  Metal-foil-based printing screen 

sunstence® uni is distributed under the sunstence® family by Hans Frintrup GmbH. 


